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is a practical necessity of our everyday lives. (Everyone knows the feeling
of emergency embodied in the phrasc "Where am I?".)

Some Notes ou Art litspirecl 6y Reich

By WILLIAM

STE!c*

The artistic activity of human beings is creative, form-making energy
exercising its fullest powers, just as it does throughout the universe--without
"practical" intcntion. Art is a life function, it is "mysterious"; so the work
of the artist is regarded by people at large with a religious awe, or- else
shunned and derogated, as ali life functions are, because it disturbs civilized
inertia. (Considering the lives that people lead, it's appropriate that they
tiptoe through museums.)

Life is emarioNt—the ceaseless movement of cosmic creative orgone energy
weaving the universe. We, being nothing but vessels of cosmic orgone
energy, continually, inevitably create—or we the. We create pies, gestures,
chairs, houses, thoughts, songs, pictures, ourselves, our societies—and when
we create without impediment, we feel the wonder that always accompanies
flowing creation.

Real scientific activity is of the same order as real artistic activity. It
arrives at its truths—its creations—hy re-enacting the movements of nature.
Perhaps there human functions even enlarge the powers aí nature. Who
knows but that the orgone energy, having passed through us and acted in
us on canvas and through ali our other apparatus, flows back again finto the
great orgone ocean with new ide-as.

When the creative flow is blocked in an activity, the sense of wonder turns
to bewilderment and we feel an imminence aí death. In conversation, for
example, anxiety seis in if nothing is being formed—a friendship, or a truth,
or just a new sentence.

The ability of a bird to do as he pleases in the air is his talent. Creativity
is natural and casy—and inevitable. The so-called struggle of artistic creation
is nothing but the struggle against the impediments, internai and externa!,
of our irrational way of life.

Living is creating. We move about in relation to an environment; and we
must sense and feel—and being "conscious" animais we must "know"—if
we are to remain fluid and mobile. An alive man is a proving-ground for ali
that goes on about him; he is in a constant creative activity of "sizing things
up," recreating them in his own body. He "imitates" and he rehearses, as he
moves. He imitates the path he is about to take, the branch he is about ta
bend under, the person he is dealing with, the cloud his truth-loving wonder
turns upon. (It is an unfortunate circumstance that the sense of wonder is
confronted with armored human life. But we must imitate that too and
understand it, since we live with ourselves.)

A great artist is "ahead aí his time"—he does not get bemired in it. He
plays with and understands the work of the past; he studies the life of bis
own time to get his hearings; and he finds nature—moving ahead, ever seeking undiscovered moles of free, beautiful functioning. Nature too must in
some way play over, caress, and understand its already created forms—trees,
hills,etc.—feeling its way to new activity.

Internally everyone functions like an artist, constantly creating mental
pictures of his moving, changing whereabouts. These pictures are not
"photographic" but "abstract," the emphasis being on movement, direction,
shape, texture, etc.—the feel of things. This mental picture-making function
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People speak of "distortions" in art. Distortions of what? Ir is true that
our art bears marks of the disturbances of our crippling way of life: interrupted flow, perverted movement, self-consciousness, preciousness—that kind
of untruth. But most people mean by "distortion" deviation from the kind
of image a câmera might make. They mean that the painted arm is longer
in proportion to the painted body than a real arm is to a real body, that
there are two eyes on and side of the nose, ar that the vase is not symmetrical,
and so forth. But since when is it the function of art to copy camera-cye
vision?
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Even natural seeing can be said to give us a distorted version of the facts.
We see things in perspective, foreshortened; we see oniy the sido of an object
which is presented to us, and une object hides another. But we know better,
through experience, than to acccpt the mere optical image. We use dl row
senses; and we use knowledge. Art has to use its own devices to create worlds
on a two-dimensional surface, accessible anly through the eye.

appears to be the representation of a particular tree ar person, it is because
he has been moved by an insight into what went moto making that tree or
j_wson, into what animares them and gives them particular and changing
appcaranccs. He has had emotions. If we refer from a painting to nature
and teci the same emotions from both it only confirms the fact that the
artist lias funaioned well.

The artist must cope with the fact that while nature moves, paint stays in

In painting a "portrait" of a person the artist may be motivated by the fact
that he has just seen the ocean—in which case there will he more ocean than
sitter in the picture.

one place.
The notion that the function of art is to represent is one of the ditches
that a sick society has pushed us loto—a way of keeping us off the path of
truth. People have beco taught to look for a face, a scene, a story—instead
of for a creative act. This misunderstanding is the reason why painting is for
most people the most inaccessible form cif anistie expression when it could lx
the clearest. lt is as if thc spect ator were trying to hear French when the
artist is speaking English.
Why should peopk know how to look at paintings? They do not know
how to look at nature. Reich has shown how hadly peopk see. They either
search aggressively, with an act of will, ar they passively record irnpressions.
being satisfied merely to recognize objects: cai, dog, house, etc. Very foi
look with an atruned eye. Gond seeing is creative—it loves, and it works
and it wonders.
It is no: the function of art to create optical illusions of recognized objeo'
any more than it is the function of music to repeat the sounds of a brotai,
a bird, a train, a breeze, etc. If ir were, art would not mean very rnuch.
Nature presents herself ali about us—in fact there is nothing else, and if
look with an unimperialistic eye, the world is fui! aí pictures for our enjtn
menu What we want to realize is what rue can do. When we look at paint
ings we do net say that we see a "still-life" ar a "landscape," but we ser 2
"Cézanne" or a "Van Gogh." In any case, what we see and delight in h
human creativity—our function, and through that, CREATION in general.
True, we study nature and speak of painting it. We ser up caseis before
particular tree or person. But we use those objects as eines. We apprehetd
workings of nature and find similar workings in ourselves.
The artist makes a man of paira. not a man of flesh and blood; he mal;e
a tree of paint and a flower rf paint and a sky of paint. If he paints whs

Painters do not help us shed our tears, but demand of us joy in creation.
Art becornes clumsy when it tries to deal with suictly hurra,: emotions (emotions arising out of temporary immobi!ization, emotions involving painful
rhought and painful memory). The artist acts. He works with toais and
with materiais, and the emphasis is on making. on "emotions" shared by man
with externa! nature.
Art (like architccture and sculpture) differs from the other arts in that a
painting is a completed act, an object like a tree; and does not have duration
and an ending like a piece of music ar a dance. Certainly no une in bis right
senses wants a cry aí anguish or a forever uncompkted episode in a story
hanging on his wall.
The weird life of modero man is a truth of narure—a distressing truth.
Confronted with it. the artist may suífer as a human being; yet in expressing
íris vision of Chis truth he can look with nature's detachtnerit, discover
Futureis rnovement, and experience the joy of creation. He can keep moving.
The finished painting is a ?leu, part of nature, a piece of creation; and
when we look at a painting what moves us is the painting apid noa the sight,
or experiente, that may have inspired it. (Yet ir may help us love that sight,
rir experience, and the visa-de world in general.) The active, ardent spectator
re-creates the painting, foliowing the paths of energy laid down by the artist.
He experientes again what the artist experienced in making the painting:
movement, emotion, a giorying in man's boundless creative power, and
ssronder—which is respect for life.
Only that which goes into a thing can come out of it. What goes into a
ainting are colors and brush strokes—movements of thc arm crearing farms.
matrer what the "subject," what moves us in real painting is form and
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color. A painting is a made object and we experience its madeness. We look
at forms and unlock the movement and emotion that went isto their creation.
Art and science progress through the accumulated experience of their
creations. Man continually succeeds in expressing things that before seemed
inexpressible. These accompiishments bespeak a growth of power and consciousness in people at large. We are, after ali, orgone energy—and whatever
it can do we can do, or can learn to do.
The birds do not respond to the dawn; they come ative and move, with it.
A man creating with his full powers, as in rnusic ar painting, is at arte
with nature, participating on the same levei with free cosmic orgone energy
in the shaping movement of the universe. Society ceases to hem him in. His
identity shifts from the psychological and biolagical to the cosmic, and he
becomes both godlike and modest. Immersed in nature's brightncss,
ing with the fiow of creation, he experientes fclicity and no longer sickly
craves the affection and protection of his fellow men.
"What," it will be Questioned,"W hen the Sun rires, do you not see a round
disk of fire somewhat like a Guinea?" O no, no, 1 see an Innumerable
company of Me Heavenly hos: crying,"Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord God
Almighty." I question not my Corporeal or Vegetative Eye any more than
I would question a Window concerning a Sight. I look thro' it & not
with it.-13LAKE
Any man can make the sun Imo a yellou, bali. Ah, but to malte a yellow bali
into a sun!—PicAsso
The germine artist, Me tradition builder, strives for artistic truth; Me olhes,
who obeys nserely a blind itch to create, strives for natural resemblance.

—GOETHE
Art passes beyond Me object, Me real as well as Me imaginaryl It plays
an innocent game with objerts. lua as a child imitares 14.f in play, so do we
in play imitar the forces which created and create Me world.—KLEE
. . . But folks expect of Me poet to indiciar more than the beata), and
dignity which always attach to dumb real objects . . . they expect him to
indicate Me path between reality and their souls.—WHiTmAN

. They are no longer two pecaple, you see, Mo forms and colors: forms
and colors Mas have taken on, meanwhile, the idea of two people and preserve Me vibration of their life.—PJcAsso
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